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Dear valued reader,

Welcome to the latest edition of Forging ahead, PwC’s analysis of mergers and acquisitions 
in the global metals industry. In this report, you’ll fi nd an overview of deals announced 
during the third quarter of 2011 and the signifi cant drivers and trends infl uencing the 
activity, as well as our expectations for M&A activity in the near future. 

Several key trends are affecting the values and locations of deals in your industry, according 
to PwC analysts.

In terms of M&A transactions, deals decreased in number but increased in value. Only 23 
deals valued at $50 million or more were announced, 17 fewer than in the previous quarter. 
However, values improved to $18.2 billion, and median deal valuation increased from 8.8 
times EBITDA to more than 11.3 times. The improvement in total value can be attributed to 
three mega-deals announced during the quarter.

Divestitures increased signifi cantly as a proportion of deal activity. At the same time, 
fi nancial investors appear to be returning to the table, increasing their participation from 
6.7% of deals to 8.7% for the quarter, reversing the trend of limited participation seen in 
the previous two quarters. 

The metals sector did run into some signifi cant headwind during the quarter. The recent 
collapse of aluminum prices hurt the bottom lines of large producers and reduced the capital 
available for acquisitions. While steel prices appear to have stabilized, steelmakers’ earnings 
have dropped substantially, partly in response to the still weak construction market, which 
accounts for approximately half of worldwide steel demand. Deal recovery is likely to pause. 
However, companies’ increased cash balances, along with historically low interest rates, make 
opportunities for growth through acquisitions attractive to strategic investors.

We’re pleased to present the third-quarter 2011 edition of Forging ahead, as we are 
committed to providing a deeper understanding of M&A trends and prospects in your 
industry. We hope you fi nd the report informative and insightful.

Robert McCutcheon Jim Forbes
U S Metals Leader Global Metals Leader

Robert McCutcheon

Jim Forbes
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Perspective:
Thoughts on metals deal activity in the third quarter of 2011

During the third quarter of 2011, mergers and acquisitions 
activity in the metals industry showed mixed signals, with 
higher deal values and lower deal volume. In short, a smaller 
number of larger deals were announced. Only 23 deals 
valued at $50 million or more were announced, 17 fewer 
than in the previous quarter. However, values improved 
substantially to $18.2 billion. 

Like the improvement in total deal value, the increase in 
average deal value refl ects the return of mega-deal activity 
(deals valued at $1 billion or more). Overall, the third-
quarter average value increased almost threefold for deals 
valued at $50 million or more. Median deal valuation, as 
refl ected by EBITDA, improved in the third quarter of 2011 
as well, rising from 8.8 times EBITDA to more than 11.3 
times, indicative of the increased size of announced deals 
this quarter and stable EBITDA levels.

Analysis of the trend in fi nancial liquidity indicates that the 
sector has a lot of potential to get deals done. A survey of the 
top 50 publicly traded global metals companies reveals that 
these companies have continued, on average, to increase 
their cash balances. These higher cash balances, considered 
in conjunction with the historically low interest rates, make 
opportunities for growth through acquisitions increasingly 
attractive to strategic investors.

Divestitures increased signifi cantly this quarter as a 
proportion of deal activity. At the same time, fi nancial 
investors appear to be returning to the table, increasing 
from 6.7% of deals to 8.7% for the third quarter. This 
reverses the trend of limited participation seen in the 
previous two quarters. We expect fi nancial investors to 
continue their return to the deal environment, although 
their focus will likely stay on downstream targets. Upstream 
assets primarily will attract strategic acquirers, given the 
inherent volatility, political risks, and potentially longer 
holding periods required for upstream acquisitions.

After an absence of mega-deals in the previous quarter, 
three mega-deals were announced in the third quarter: the 
acquisitions of Japan-based Sumitomo Metal Industries, a 
stake in Brazil-based CBMM, and Australia-based Sundance 
Resources. These three deals were the key driver of deal 
value this quarter, comprising almost 70% of the total for 
deals valued at $50 million or more.

Asia and Oceania targets and acquirers have driven overall 
deal value so far this year. Most of the local deals were also 
led by companies in Asia and Oceania. We expect that Asia 
and Oceania companies will continue to drive local deal 
activity through 2011 as China makes progress in 
consolidating its domestic metals industry, which has been a 
goal in previous fi ve-year plans.

Despite the gains in the deal environment this quarter, the 
outlook for the near term is uncertain. The recent collapse 
of aluminum prices is already impacting the bottom lines of 
large producers such as Alcoa, reducing the capital available 
for acquisitions. The European debt crisis and doubts about 
global economic growth have reduced aluminum demand 
and depressed prices; aluminum prices fell almost 20% last 
quarter. 

At the same time, while steel prices appear to have stabilized, 
at least for now, steelmakers are seeing earnings substantially 
below last quarter’s. The still weak construction end market is 
contributing to these soft earnings because it accounts for 
approximately half of worldwide steel demand. 

At this point, it seems likely that the deal recovery will 
pause until some of the major global economic concerns 
are alleviated and industry fundamentals begin to rebound. 
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Commentary

Deal activity by number of deals
Measured by announced deals worth $50 million or more

Quarterly metals deal activity
Measured by number and value of deals worth $50 million or more

2008 2009 2010 2011

2Q 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 1Q 2Q 3Q

Number of deals 27 18 17 24 38 24 23 33 25 27 40 23

Total deal value (US$ bil) 16.3 11.8 63.1 7.5 10.6 6.3 17.5 53.4 13.7 14.2 8.2 18.2

Average deal value (US$ bil) 0.6 0.7 3.7 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.8 1.6 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.8

Note: Sum of quarterly deal values may not match total deal value chart below because of rounding.

Deal values climb in third quarter despite lower deal activity

The metals M&A deal market declined in activity, as 23 deals valued at $50 million or more were announced in the third 
quarter of 2011, 17 fewer than in the second quarter. But their price tag, compared with the previous quarter, helped total 
value of transactions improve signifi cantly to more than $18 billion. Fewer deals are getting done, but they are larger.

The transactions weren’t as big ticket when we compare the quarter with 2010. Deal values for 2010 were signifi cantly 
impacted by a withdrawn purchase involving BHP-Billiton. BHP-Billiton’s withdrawn offer for Potash Corporation added 
$39.76 billion to the total deal value in 2010; without this deal, total value was only $50.4 billion. However, even with this 
adjustment, 2011 deal values are lagging those of the prior year.

Deal activity by total deal value*
Measured by value of announced deals worth $50 million or more
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Median deal values increase signifi cantly 
in 3Q11, driven by larger deals

Similar to the increase in total deal value in the third quarter 
compared with each of the fi rst two quarters this year, the 
improvement in average deal value refl ects the announce-
ment of the three mega-deals. Overall, third-quarter average 
value for deals valued at $50 million or more soared from 
$204 million to $793 million, an almost fourfold increase. 

Median deal valuation, as refl ected by deal value/EBITDA, 
improved in the third quarter of 2011 as well. The rise from 
8.8 times EBITDA to more than 11.3 times is indicative of 
the greater size of announced deals this quarter and 
relatively stable EBITDA. 

Deal activity by average deal value
Measured by value of announced deals worth $50 million or more
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Deal valuation by median value/EBITDA
Measured by value/EBITDA for deals worth $50 million or more 
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Continued improvement in cash balances 
positions companies for future growth

Analysis of the trend in fi nancial liquidity indicates that 
the sector has a lot of potential to get deals done. A survey 
of the top 50 publicly traded global metals companies 
reveals that these companies have continued, on average, 
to add to their cash balances. Average cash increased 
almost 29% since the third quarter of 2010 ($2.36 billion 
compared with $1.83 billion). 

Companies’ cash, considered in conjunction with the 
relatively low interest rates compared with historical 
standards, makes opportunities for growth through 
acquisitions increasingly attractive to strategic investors.

This quarter saw a substantial increase in divestitures, as 
metals companies spun off or otherwise eliminated assets 
they deemed to be underperforming or noncore. Almost 
61% of deal activity for the quarter involved divestitures 
by a strategic investors. 

At the same time, fi nancial investors began returning to the 
table, increasing from 6.7% of deals to 8.7% in the third 
quarter, reversing the trend of limited participation seen in 
the previous two quarters. 

We expect fi nancial investors to continue their return to the 
deal environment, although their focus will likely stay on 
downstream targets. Upstream assets primarily will remain 
in the purview of strategic acquirers. The reasons include 
the inherent volatility, political risks, and potentially longer 
holding periods required for upstream acquisitions.

Financial leverage
Measured by average of top 50 global public competitors

Aquisition characteristics
Measured by percentage of deals worth $50 million or more
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Mega-deals in 2010 (value of $1 billion or more)

Month
announced Target name Target nation Acquirer name

Acquirer
nation Status

Value of
transaction
in US$ bil. Category

Aug Potash Corp of 
Saskatchewan Inc

Canada BHP Billiton Ltd United 
Kingdom

Withdrawn 39.76 Other

May Vale SA-Aluminum 
Operations

Brazil Norsk Hydro ASA Norway Completed 4.95 Other

Jul Arcelor Mittal NV-Stainless 
Division

Luxembourg Shareholders Luxembourg Completed 3.18 Other

Oct CommScope Inc United States The Carlyle Group LLC United States Completed 3.02 Other

Apr BSG Resources Guinea 
Ltd

Guernsey Vale SA Brazil Completed 2.50 Steel

Jun Hangang Hanbao Iron & 
Steel Co Ltd

China Hebei Iron & Steel Co Ltd China Pending 2.35 Steel

Jun Mineracao Usiminas SA Brazil Sumitomo Corp Japan Completed 1.93 Iron ore

Dec Anshan Iron&Steel Group 
Corp- Assets

China Pangang Group Steel 
Vanadium & Titanium Co Ltd

China Pending 1.73 Steel

Jun Gerdau Ameristeel Corp Canada Gerdau Steel North America 
Inc

Canada Completed 1.61 Steel

Nov Draka Holding NV Netherlands Tianjin Xinmao Science & 
Technology Co Ltd

China Withdrawn 1.37 Other

Mar Rio Tinto PLC-Simandou 
Iron Ore Project

Guinea Aluminum Corp of China 
{Chinalco}

China Pending 1.35 Iron ore

Aug ArcelorMittal South Africa 
Operations(Pty)Ltd

South Africa Lexshell 771 
Investments(Pty) Ltd

South Africa Pending 1.26 Steel

Nov Draka Holding NV Netherlands Prysmian SpA Italy Completed 1.26 Other

Mar Itaminas Comercio de 
Minerios SA

Brazil East China Mineral 
Exploration & Development 
Bureau

China Pending 1.22 Other

Jul Paranapanema SA Brazil Vale SA Brazil Withdrawn 1.14 Other

Jul JSW Steel Ltd India JFE Steel Corp Japan Completed 1.03 Steel

Oct Draka Holding NV Netherlands Nexans SA France Withdrawn 1.02 Other

Mega-deals in 1H11 (value of $1 billion or more)

Month
announced Target name Target nation Acquirer name

Acquirer
nation Status

Value of
transaction
in US$ bil. Category

Jan Consolidated Thompson 
Iron Mines Ltd

Canada Cliffs Natural Resources Inc United States Completed 4.11 Iron ore

Jan Elkem AS Norway China National 
Bluestar(Group) Co Ltd

China Completed 2.18 Aluminum

Mar Cia Brasileira 
de Metalurgia e 
Mineracao {CBMM}

Brazil Investor Group Japan Pending 1.95 Steel

Mar Severstal North America 
Warren Wheeling Ops

United States The Renco Group Inc United States Completed 1.19 Steel
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Mega-deals in 3Q11 (value of $1 billion or more)

Month
announced Target name Target nation Acquirer name

Acquirer
nation Status

Value of
transaction
in US$ bil. Category

Sep Sumitomo Metal 
Industries Ltd

Japan Nippon Steel Corp Japan Pending 9.43 Steel

Sep Cia Brasileira de 
Metalurgia e Mineracao 
{CBMM}

Brazil China Niobium Investment 
Holding Co

China Completed 1.95 Other

Jul Sundance Resources Ltd Australia Hanlong Mining Investment 
Pty Ltd

China Intended 1.24 Iron ore

Mega-deals lead third-quarter increase in deal value

After an absence of mega-deal activity in the second quarter, three mega-deals were announced in the third quarter. With 
a combined value of $12.62 billion, these three deals drove value this quarter, comprising almost 70% of total value for 
deals of $50 million or more.

The largest deal, valued at $9.43 billion, is the planned merger between Japan’s leading steelmaker, Nippon Steel, and 
Sumitomo Metal Industries. The pending deal, announced in September, will create a steelmaker second in size only to 
ArcelorMittal. The merger is expected to create signifi cant economies of scale and allow the new company to recognize 
substantial cost savings. The new company, Nippon Steel & Sumitomo Metal Corporation, is expected to expand its efforts 
in emerging economies such as China, Brazil, and Southeast Asia. This deal would be the fi rst major steel merger in Japan 
since the creation of Japan’s No. 2 steelmaker, JFE Holdings, in 2002. 

The second-largest deal, also announced in September, was the $1.95 billion acquisition of 15% of Brazil’s Cia Brasileira de 
Metalurgia e Mineracao (CBMM) by China Niobium Investment Holding Company. China Niobium is an investor group 
comprising Chinese state-owned investment company CITIC Group and Chinese steelmakers Baosteel Group, Anshan Iron 
& Steel Group, Shougang Corporation, and Taiyuan Iron & Steel Group Company. 

This deal comes on the heels of an earlier deal involving CBMM. In March of this year, an investment group comprising 
four Japanese and two South Korean companies purchased 15% ownership of CBMM, also for $1.95 billion. Brazil has the 
largest proven niobium reserves in the world, and CBMM is the world’s largest producer of niobium, which is used in the 
production of high-grade steel.

The third mega-deal, announced in July, was the intended purchase of Australia-based Sundance Resources by Chinese 
conglomerate Sichuan Hanlong Group. After the deal originally was valued at $1.19 billion, Sichuan Hanlong raised its 
offer to $1.24 billion in October. The acquisition will give Sichuan Hanlong control of the Mbalam rail, port, and iron ore 
mining facility on the border between Cameroon and the Republic of Congo.
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Global metals M&A activity
Measured by number and value of deals worth $50 million or more (2011YTD)

North America
Local—7 deals, $6.2 billion
Inbound—6 deals, $0.82 billion
Outbound—3 deals, $1.25 billion

Europe
Local—9 deals, $2.5 billion
Inbound—6 deals, $1.4 billion
Outbound—5 deals, $2.8 billion

Asia & Oceania
Local—44 deals, $20.0 billion
Inbound—11 deals, $7.67 billion
Outbound—10 deals, $1.7 billion

Asia and Oceania continues to drive both overall value and local deal volume

The Asia and Oceania region is seeing the greatest overall deal value in 2011, with a total of 65 inbound, outbound, and local 
deals valued at $29.4 billion for the fi rst three quarters. Among local deals, Asia and Oceania companies also are leading the 
way, striking 44 deals with a combined value of $20 billion of the worldwide total of $30.2 billion. Adding to the total were the 
two local Asia and Oceania mega-deals, valued at $10.67 billion, that were announced in the third quarter.

It is expected that Asia and Oceania will continue to drive local deal value through 2011 as Chinese companies fi nd it 
benefi cial to combine and achieve economies of scale. 

Europe, on the other hand, remained the primary driver for outbound deals in the fi rst three quarters, with fi ve deals 
valued at $2.8 billion. Yet for inbound deals, Asia and Oceania again dominated, with $7.67 billion of the $10.29 billion 
total. Similar to the local deal interest, we expect that Asia and Oceania will see large inbound activity as companies in 
other regions seek a foothold in emerging nations.

Africa/undisclosed
Local—2 deals, $0.5 billion
Inbound—3 deals, $0.4 billion
Outbound—4 deals, $0.5 billion

South America
Local—2 deals, $1.0 billion
Outbound—4 deals, $4.0 billion
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Regional distribution of deals by target region*
Measured by number of deals worth $50 million or more (3Q11)

Regional distribution of deals by target region*
Measured by value of deals worth $50 million or more (3Q11)

Regional distribution of deals by acquirer region*
Measured by number of deals worth $50 million or more (3Q11)

Regional distribution of deals by acquirer region
Measured by value of deals worth $50 million or more (3Q11)

Europe ex-UK & Eurozone Africa/Undisclosed UK & Eurozone South AmericaNorth America Asia & Oceania
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Acquirers from advanced versus emerging and 
developing economies
Measured by value of deals worth $50 million or more
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Acquirers from emerging economies 
decrease proportionally in third quarter

For the fi rst time since 2009, acquirers from advanced 
economies captured a larger proportion of deals than 
those from emerging economies. While it is too early to 
tell, this may foretell future activity. Investors in advanced 
economies may decide to use the cash retained through 
cost cutting and the divestment of noncore assets to 
acquire assets they hope will be more productive.
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Steel continues to drive deal 

PwC segments the metals sector into four categories by 
comparing standard industrial classifi cation (SIC) codes to 
our internal classifi cation system. Based on this process, we 
group deals (measured by number) into four product 
segments: 

• Steel

• Aluminum

• Iron ore

• Other

Based on this methodology, during the third quarter of 
2011, targets classifi ed as steel manufacturers were the 
primary driver of activity, contributing almost 68% of the 
quarter’s deals. For the fi rst three quarters of 2011, steel 
was also the key driver (55.8%). 

The activity among steelmakers was led by the merger 
between Nippon Steel and Sumitomo Metal Industries that 
was valued at $9.43 billion. The emphasis on deals involving 
steel manufacturers makes sense: Steel is a more fragmented 
part of the metals sector and therefore likely to see more 
consolidation, and, as in the case of Nippon Steel, to create 
economies of scale for market expansion and cost cutting. 

It should be noted that once again, no deals were 
withdrawn, and the majority of deals were classifi ed as 
pending or intended.

Deals by target metal category—2011YTD
Measured by value of deals worth $50 million or more

Deals by target metal category—3Q11
Measured by value of deals worth $50 million or more
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PwC’s metals experience 

Deep metals experience

PwC continues to have the leading Fortune Global 500 
market share in the metals industry. Our Metals practice 
serves ferrous and nonferrous primary and secondary 
metals producers through a network of more than 1,000 
professionals strategically located around the world. Central 
to the successful delivery of our services is an in-depth 
understanding of today’s industry issues, in addition to our 
wealth of specialized resources and “best practices” that 
help in solving complex business challenges. Our highly 
skilled team encourages dialogue on top-of-mind trends and 
issues through active participation in industry conferences 
and associations, such as the American Iron and Steel 
Institute, as well as through industry-focused publications 
and Web forums. To address your industry needs wherever 
they arise, our professionals are concentrated in areas 
where the metals industry operates today and in the 
emerging markets where it will operate in the future.

Quality deal professionals

PwC’s Transaction Services practice, with more than 
6,500 dedicated deal professionals worldwide, has the right 
industry and functional experience to advise you on various 
factors that could affect a transaction, including market, 
fi nancial accounting, tax, human resources, operating, IT, 
and supply chain considerations. Teamed with our Metals 
practice, our transaction professionals can bring a unique 
perspective to your deal, addressing it from a technical 
aspect as well as from an industry point of view.

Global connection

In addition to the more than 1,000 professionals who 
serve the metals industry, our team is part of an expansive 
Industrial Products group that consists of more than 
31,500 professionals, including approximately 18,600 
providing assurance services, 7,700 providing tax services, 
and 5,200 providing advisory services. This expands our 
global footprint and enables us to concentrate efforts in 
bringing clients a greater depth of talent, resources, and 
know-how in the most effective and timely way.

South America
1,960 Industrial Products professionals
155 Metals industry professionals

North America
5,700 Industrial Products professionals
225 Metals industry professionals

Europe
12,700 Industrial Products professionals
315 Metals industry professionals

Middle East & Africa
1,360 Industrial Products professionals
46 Metals industry professionals

Asia
9,000 Industrial Products professionals
195 Metals industry professionals

Australia & Pacifi c Islands
1,000 Industrial Products professionals
70 Metals industry professionals
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Contacts 

PwC Global Transaction Services practice

PwC’s Transaction Services practice offers a full range of tax, fi nancial, business assurance, and advisory capabilities 
covering acquisitions, disposals, private equity, strategic M&A advice, advice on listed company transactions, fi nancing, 
and public-private partnerships. 

PwC Global Metals practice

PwC’s Metals practice provides industry-focused assurance, tax, and advisory services. Through our global network, we can 
draw upon the in-depth industry experience of specialists in every country in which your company operates. Our people can 
help you deal with the challenges of today, and they understand the implications for tomorrow. 

US Metals Industry Leader
Robert McCutcheon — +1.412.355.2935 
robert.w.mccutcheon@us.pwc.com

US Metals Tax Leader
Mike Tomera — +1.412.355.6095
michael.tomera@us.pwc.com

US Metals Advisory Leader
Jeff Herrmann — +1.216.825.3116
jeff.herrmann@us.pwc.com

US Metals Transaction Services Director 
Joaquin Oliveras — +1.646.471.0926 
joaquin.oliveras@us.pwc.com

US Metals Client Service Advisor
Daniel Webster — +1.412.355.7797 
daniel.w.webster@us.pwc.com

Global Metals Leader
Jim Forbes — +1.905.972.4105
jim.forbes@ca.pwc.com

US Industrial Products Director
Thomas Waller — +1.973.236.4530 
thomas.a.waller@us.pwc.com

US Metals Lead Analyst
Sean Gaffney — +1.412.355.7715 
sean.gaffney@us.pwc.com

Editorial Contributor 
Philip Booth — +1.813.348.7815
philip.booth@us.pwc.com

US Transaction Services, Assurance
Brian Vickrey — +1.312.298.2930 
brian.vickrey@us.pwc.com

US Transaction Services, Tax
Michael Kliegman — +1.646.471.8213
michael.kliegman@us.pwc.com

US Transaction Services, Merger Integration
David Limberg — +1.216.875.3506 
david.limberg@us.pwc.com

Global Transaction Services Leader
Colin McKay — +1.646.471.5200 
colin.mckay@us.pwc.com

US Transaction Services Leader
John McCaffrey — +1.415.498.6150 
john.p.mcaffrey@us.pwc.com

Europe Transaction Services Leader
Phillippe Degonzague — +33.01.5657.1293 
phillippe.degonzague@fr.pwc.com

Asia-Pacifi c Transaction Services Leader
Chao Choon Ong—+65.6236.3018
chao.choon.ong@sg.pwc.com

PwC Corporate Finance global network

For Corporate Finance services in the United States 
please contact:

US Industrial Products Corporate Finance Leader
PricewaterhouseCoopers Corporate Finance LLC
Rakesh Kotecha — +1.312.298.2895
rakesh.r.kotecha@us.pwc.com

For Corporate Finance services outside the United States
please contact:

Global Corporate Finance Leader
Chris Hemmings — +44.20.780.45703
chris.hemmings@uk.pwc.com
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Methodology 

Forging ahead is an analysis of merger and acquisition 
activity in the global metals industry. Deal information 
was sourced from Thomson Reuters and includes deals for 
targets with primary SIC codes that fall into one of the 
following industry groups: iron ores; ferroalloy ores, except 
vanadium; steel works, blast furnaces, rolling mills, and 
fi nishing mills; iron and steel foundries; primary smelting 
and refi ning/nonferrous; secondary smelting and refi ning/
nonferrous; rolling, drawing, and extruding/nonferrous; 
nonferrous foundries; miscellaneous primary metals 
products; and metals service centers and offi ces. Balance 
sheet data was sourced from public company reports.

This analysis includes all individual mergers and acquisitions 
for disclosed or undisclosed values, leveraged buyouts, 
privatizations, minority stake purchases, and acquisitions of 
remaining interest announced between January 1, 2009, and 
September 30, 2011, with a status of completed, intended, 
partially completed, pending, pending regulatory approval, 
unconditional (i.e. initial conditions set forth by the acquirer 
have been met but deal has not been completed), or 

withdrawn. The term deal, when referenced herein, refers to 
transactions with a disclosed value of at least $50 million 
unless otherwise noted. 

Regional categories used in this report approximate United 
Nations (UN) regional groups, as determined by the UN 
Statistics Division, with the exception of the North America 
region (includes North America, Latin America, and the 
Caribbean UN groups), the Asia and Oceania region 
(includes Asia and Oceania UN groups), and Europe 
(divided into United Kingdom and Eurozone and Europe 
ex-UK and Eurozone regions). International Monetary Fund 
classifi cations were used to label economies as advanced 
or developing and emerging. Overseas territories were 
included in the region of the parent country. China, when 
referenced separately, includes Hong Kong.

Competing deals, not just the ultimate successful deal 
partner, were included in the data set used throughout 
the document.
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